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SCIVOLANTE MG205

LEATHER SLIPPING PRODUCT

PROPERTIES

SCIVOLANTE MG205 is a slipping agent that, added during the wor-
king of the skins in barrel, increases the viscosity of the liquids, thus 
decreasing the friction and the rubbing due to the mechanical action.
The use of SCIVOLANTE MG205 can be advantageous in the fol-
lowing cases:
- To decrease the lowerings of the grains due to the mechanical 

action during the workings of vegetable tannage, vegetable retan-
nage and with synthetics on chrome and dyeing both on chrome 
and vegetable tanned skins, specially when working on large lots, 
when the rotations last long and when you work in brief baths;

- To avoid knotting, tearing and folding when you work on sides, on 
thin skins for garment and furniture;

- In the quick tanning of the upper and of the kip, to avoid lowerings 
of the grain, foldings and increase in temperature;

- To facilitate the emptying of the barrel.

CHARACTERISTICS

Appearance: very fine grey - coloured powder

pH in solution at 10%: 7 - 8
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USAGE METHOD

You can use from 0,5% to 1% on pelt weight in the upper vegetable 
tanning with rapid system.
You can use from 0,5% to 0,7% on pelt weight in the kip vegetable tanning.
You can use from 0,6% to 0,7% on shaved weight in vegetable re-
tanning or with synthetics of chrome-tanned skins.
You can use from 0,5% to 0,6% on shaved weight in dyeing both for 
vegetable-tanned skins and chrome-tanned skins.

WARNING

SCIVOLANTE MG205 is an anionic product, so it cannot be used in 
floats containing cationic products (for example in tannage or re-tan-
nage with mineral tanning products).
In vegetable tannage it is advisable to add it after 60-90 minutes of 
rotation because it could hinder the penetration of tanning extracts.
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